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An Invitation to Share
Your Best Stereo Images
with the World!

"Weathers Parting Shots
I I)

ANY subject that truly required

-

stereographic imaging to be understood or appreciated by those who
I
didn't see it in person.In other words, those
things or places that
inspire comments
"WOW!
along the lines of
This
"Wow! This was just
made for stereo!"
wus
The best of these are
iust
shots which are not
just greatly enhanced
by stereo, but which
for
literally depend on
stereo!
stereo to make visual
sense or to reveal more
than a confusing clutI
ter of elements. (Views of complex
machinery or dense, tangled
forests are often among these sorts
of images.) Nearly everybody who's

"

"Katie the German Shepard in A Winter Wonderland. by Allan I. Carrano of Raleigh, NC.
................................................................................................................................................................
"

New Assignment:
"Stereo Impact"

w

hile we select the final
entries in the "Weather"
assignment for the next
couple of issues, we hope people
will start going through their files
(or drawers of yet-to-be-mounted

JulylAugti$t 1996 STEREO UORWI)

slides or prints) with the new
"Stereo Impact" assignment in
mind. This one's wide open for

u

(Continued on page 13)

........................................................................................................................................................
"Sitka Spruce" by David Wilhelms of Aberdeen, WA, was taken in the Hoh Rain Forest of Olympic National Park. A windstorm apparently blew down these two Sitka
Spruce trees (about 735 feet long) which now help to rather dramatically define the
trail. Two Yashica MAT 724's were mounted side by side for this shot on Kodak 100
Cold film, August, 7 995.
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Lieutenont Stevens is o n e o f t h e Columbus, Georgia,
p e o p l e featured in Bill C. Walton's article "Personalities and Places, " b a s e d o n h i s special collection docu m e n t i n g t h e p e o p l e and locales o f that c i t y in
stereo prints. Lieutenant Stevens m a n a g e s t h e D i n g l e w o o d P h a r m a c y L u n c h Counter, w h e r e h e and
h i s "Scrambled D o g " specialty (shown here) h a v e
b e c o m e an "institution" in Columbus.
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Comments
and Observations
john Dennis

Stereo-Documenting
Personalities and Places

T

his issue's feature article, "Personalities and Places" by Bill C.
Walton, is much more than
just a collection of stereo portraits
and scenic views from the Columbus, Georgia area. The basic
impulse behind it, to "make stereographs to show future generations
of Columbusites what the personalities and places of Columbus
looked like in the 1990sV,is similar
to ideas many stereographers have
entertained (or even acted on) in
recent years.
The difference in Bills' case isn't
so much that he completed what
became a very ambitious project
(those who know the longtime
NSA and Stereoscopic Society member would hardly be surprised by
that), but in the way it was
planned. Before shooting began,
arrangements were made with the
library of the local college for permanent storage of the views in
their collection, a public exhibition of the views at the library, letters of introduction to many of the
local personalities to be stereographed, and even a financial
grant to help with expenses.
With organization like that
behind the project, Bill was able to
include stereo portraits of several
community leaders in the collection, along with many well known
local citizens and area landmarks.
He is also able to add to the collection (titled the Bill C. Walton 3-D
Photographic Collection) any time
he comes up with new stereo-

Correctio

I

n the first
jh of the
-L-AA-article "Se~~ecd
ndy 'xuuudrd1'r1:serving 'the Adircmdacks i n
Sttrreo and in Persor1" (SW VI31.
23 No. 2) tlhe date
. . of. the 10C)th
anniversary celebratlon tor
Adirondack Park is erroneously
given as 1922. The correct date
is 1992, 100 years after the
park's founding in 1892.
n

graphs he thinks belong in it.
With Bill Walton's work as both
an inspiration to stereographers
and a vivid example of what can
be done, similar concepts could be
proposed to local museums,
libraries or colleges by stereographers in communities around the
world. His work could help spread
new interest in stereography's
potential as an ideal medium of
historical visual record. To insure
the archival permanence of that
record, Bill shot only black &
white images for his expertly printed and mounted stereo prints, but
other institutions and photographers could decide, for instance,
on color transparencies from
which archival separation negatives could be made. Quick public
access and digital storage could be
made possible via computer scanning of a collection, as long as
some stereo viewing technique was
included in the plan.
The point is not that others
should try to imitate Bill's institutional arrangements, choice of subjects or stereographic style. In larger cities, it may be more practical
to concentrate on a single area or
aspect of the community, or on
personalities in a single profession.
Some people would be more interested in documenting the daily
lives of ordinary people and in
stereographing the local supermarket or mall more than mansions or
municipal buildings. The emphasis
of any given project could depend
on the interests of the stereographer and on the goals of the institution providing eventual storage
and advance backing.
You could, of course, just start
such a project on your own and
later offer the images to a local
institution. Many would be happy
to accept the gift, but the whole
idea will get more attention, publicity and cooperation from the
staff if the institution is involved
from the start as a sponsor,
whether or not any financial aid is
involved. One course to follow
would be to introduce the idea

through some impressive sample
views of the sort of subjects that
may interest an institution, then
suggest that a joint project evolve
from there.
However accomplished, organized stereographic historical documentation is a concept that NSA
members could help make a reality. Interested collectors could base
coverage of local areas on "Then &
Now" comparison views. But nothing will happen unless you give it
a try. Your project could easily help
draw more attention to stereo's
potential even if it isn't quite as
comprehensive or well organized
as the one featured in these pages.
Besides long being an active
stereographer, Bill C. Walton has
for the past few years served on
the Board of Directors of the
National Stereoscopic Association
and was named Chairman of the
Board at the 1996 NSA convention
in Rochester, NY. He served as
Print Secretary of the Stereoscopic
Society for ten years and is the
stereographer/author of the book
Back to Basics-Infantry One Station
Unit Training in 3-0.

SW Classifieds
Classified ads for stereo related
items for sale or wanted can now
be sent directly to the SW editorial
office at 5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR
97206. For details, see the box at
the bottom of the Classifieds page.
Ads can also be sent to the Ohio
PO Box, but those may not make
the soonest issue if it's close to the
deadline. Our thanks to John
Waldsmith, now retiring after overseeing this aspect of the magazine
for many years.

/ou have cornrnents or qllestions for the
iitor concerning any sterc>o-relatedmcltter
aPl:learing (or niissing) in the pages of St:ere0
W orld, please M {rite to john Dennis, Stert?o
. . - .. . .
-- -- .
World tditorial Office, 5610 > t / I st Ave.,
Portland, OR 97206.

Reader's
Comments
and Questions
Single Plate Stereo Tintypes

I

realized something after reading
the article questioning the
nature of single plate stereo ferrotypes. Of the five single plate
stereo ferrotypes I have seen in
print (in S W and auctions), all of
them have very little, if any, separation between the two images. My
understanding of large format
stereo cameras of the era is that a
thin wood spacer at the level of
the film plane was used to separate
the two cones of light projected
from the lenses. This space can be
seen on 18th century stereo glass
plate negatives.
The lack of that space gives me
the impression that these ferrotypes were not originally made
by a camera and tends to support
the view of their being contact
prints. I believe a spacer would still
be needed even if a mirror system
was used to transpose the images.
A single lens stereo (with base
shift) could possibly produce a pair
without a space, but these ferrotypes appear to be from a two
lens system.
John A. Stuart
Pittsburgh, PA

More Than Enough

and-bolts men: the whole aim of
the process and the machinery is
the picture, either slide or print.
You publish exactly four examples
of what this contraption did, one
of which is, fittingly, a jumble of
macrified nuts and bolts.
(I have a Steinheil auxiliary
25mm lens pair that is quite
enough for the amateurs who
make up 99.9% of stereo camera
users and the 1% of the 99.5%
who want to see their molehills
magnified).
So, help! Edit! Cut! The articles
belong but need compressing and
illustrating.

Walter N. Trenerry
West St. Paul, MN

I
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3-D Catalog
0 Supplies for Stereographers

Stereo World (MacIApr. '96) just

arrived, with its usually informative overview of the hobby and
equipment.
BUT, I find myself given a 32page helping (32152 or 61.5% of
the whole content) devoted to the
Stereo Realist macro system, complete with working drawings,
mechanical details, and much
anguish about how this little piggy
went to market.
It reminds me of the foto mags
of the '40s that tried to make
chemists out of us all by recommending more or fewer pinches of
this or that in home-mixed developers.
I'm not a grinch-those interested in gears and cams of little
mechanisms need their say-but I
think I should repeat the truism so
often forgotten among the nuts-

Stereo World has become, in effect, the
magazine of record for many stereo related
subjects both historic and current. In the
process, we do let ourselves get carried
away every fav years when an irresistible
mass of material is available on a subject
of interest. Fortunately, these less-than-abook but more-than-an-article situations
are relatively rare. (Articles covering computer and video 3-0 systems are often
rather savagely edited to keep technical
details as basic and brief as possible,
backed up by references to ori'rinal sources
in technical magazines or journals.)
Our ratio of images to text is actually
very high, and more stereos are zrsually
included in articles than even the authors
expected to see. Given interesting views,
the temptation to share as many as possible with readers tends to dominate editorial decisions.
- Ed. OO

R 3-D slide viewers

0 Print stereoscopes
O 3-D slide mounts

0 3-D slide mounting supplies
0 Books about 3-D & in 3-D

I

Visit our World Wide Web Catalog at
http://www.3d-web.com/reel/reel3d.html
n

rn

,

Reel 3-D Enterprises, Inc.
P.O. Box 2368

Culver City, CA 9023 1 USA
Telephone: + l (3 10) 837-2368
Fax: + I (3 10) 558-1653
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s the new President of the National
Stereoscopic Association, it is a pleasure to recognize those individuals
who provide extra financial support to
our organization. These contributions
help insure that the NSA can continue
providing the services that are expected
by the membership and that Stereo World
can continue as one of the leading periodicals in the world covering stereographic history and imaging. I would like to
take this opportunity to personally thank
each of the 333 individuals listed here for
making an additional commitment to the
NSA. Their contributions over the past
year totaled $6,231.
As I look over the list of those providing generous monetary Support, I see that
it includes many names of individuals
who have also made a significant contribution to our 0rgani
articles for Stereo World or by servin
in a leadership capacity for
the NSA as an officer,
regional director
or convention
organizer. Those
who provide extra
financial and service
support to the NSA are
the backbone of the organization and should be proud
when they see the tangible
results of their contributions.
A word to each of you
whose name does not
appear on this list: Will
you consider contributing an additional $10
or $15 (or more) per
year to the NSA to help
expand our quality publication and the other services provided by our organization? As it now stands, the NSA is now
operating on a bare bones budget which
offers little opportunity for expansion or
enhancement of services. Your additional
contribution could help fund projects like
research grants or color sections in selected issues of Stereo World.
I would like each of you to know that
the board of directors and the officers of
the NSA are working hard to see that you
receive the highest possible level of service. As you are aware, these people serve
without compensation. If you have any
ideas for improvement or are willing to
volunteer to take on a project, please
write to let us know.
Larry S. Moor, President, NSA
3 169 Bolero Way
Atlanta, GA 30341 ma
rly/Aupst 1996 STEREO UWRLD
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Personalities
by Bill C. Walton

........................................................................................................................................................
Fred C. Fussell is the Folklorist/Curator for Columbus College. He also organizes the
annual Festival of Southeastern Indian Cultures at the college. He is the author of
Folklife Along the Chattachoochee, to be published in 1997. (More details about the
subjects than included in these captions appear on the views in the set.) All stereos by
Bill C. Walton.
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photographic favor for a friend
evolved into a Columbus,
Georgia stereographic community project.
Michael Griffith, of Lilburn1 GAI
an ardent collector of presidential
stereOgra~hs~
asked me if I
make him a stereograph from a
pair of CDVs of Millard Fillmore,
the 13th U.S. president. I looked at
the CDVs and it appeared that
they had been made
ly with a multi-lens camera and
should make a good stereograph.

Dick DeWayne Crube was Director of the National Infantry Museum, located at Fort
Benning, from 7972 until 7995.He collects history and antiques. His personal motto
is "Duty to self, family, nation and God. "

.........................................................................................................................................................

graphs to show future generations
of Columbusites what the personalities and places of Columbus
looked like in the 1990s. I thought
it through and decided I needed at
least two things to make this project possible and worthwhile: (1) a
method of introducing myself and
the project and (2) a repository for
the finished stereographs so they
would be available for future gen.........................................................................................................................................................erations.
The 14th hole on Columbus' municipal golf course, Bull Creek, is a par three across
I discussed the project with Dr.
water. The Bull Creek facility is rated as one of the top 25 public golf courses in the
craig ~ l ~archivist
~ d , at the
So I copied, enlarged, trimmed for
the stereo window and mounted
them on a card. The stereograph
turned out quite well, Mike was
pleased and Mr. Fillmore looked
almost as good as he did about 135
years ago.
While I was completing this
stereograph, I thought, wouldn't it
be nice if I could make stereo-

United States. Golf is a year round sport in Columbus.
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Schwob Memorial Library, Columbus College. He was very enthusiastic about it and offered to help,
plus he told me that he would provide storage space in the archives
for the collection of stereographs.
He and I
On a
list
personalities and places that
we
be hterest
to
future generations. It included,
among others, educators, histori-

St. Elmo was built rn 1833, on what used to be the old stagecoach rocld t l ~ r o u gthe
f~
Columbus area, and was originally called El Dorado. Millard Fillmore, 13th U.S. president, visited here in 7854. The mansion was renamed St. Elmo in the 1870s, after a
novel by Augsta lane Evans.

.......................................................................................................................................................

included on the list. Some contemporary movements, which might
prove interesting in the future,
were also added to the list. These
included anti-abortion protesters at
a local Women's Health Organization and Habitat for Humanity
housing construction.
.........................................................................................................................................................
Mary Sue Polleys chairs the first elected Muscogee County Georgia School Board. Her
Dr. Lloyd wrote a letter of intropersonal motto is "One hundred years from now it won't matter what kind of house
duction to all the people on the
you lived in, what kind of car you drove, or how much money you earned, but the
list, explaining the project, my
an,, politicians, doctors, artists,
lawyers and architects, as well as
ordinary working people and
retirees. Government and historic
buildings, parks, schools and local
attractions were some of the places

world might be a very different place because you were important in the life of a
child. "

Alfred E. james is an active artist and art teacher, teaching painting at the Mariana
Gallops Senior Center. An avid, very competitive golfer, he shot his age. 85, at Red
Eagle Golf Course near Eufala, AL, in the spring of 1993.

interest and qualifications and the
reason for doing the project in
archival black and white. Columbus College also gave me a financial grant to help defray some of
the expenses involved.
I received a good response from
most of the people on the list and
I met some very interesting people.
Since people are my favorite stereographic subjects 1was in my element, so to speak.

ly "right up front" when a photo
opportunity presents itself.
I always took a stereoscope and
several stereographs with me on
each appointment so I could show
people exactly what was involved.
Many had never seen a scope or
stereographs, so that always added
to the conversation.
Everyone completed a short biographical sketch to give me a bit of
background for the label information. There was also space on the

Of course, some people did not
want to be involved, which is their
privilege. But what came as a complete surprise was that many politicians from this area, including
local, state and national, did not
want their stereographs included
in the collection. I found this hard
to believe since this group is usualI

.........................................................................................................................................................
The Columbus Riverwalk has become a big attraction since the uptown section was
dedicated in 1992. When completed it will be about 23 miles long and will stretch
from Lake Oliver, on the north, south to Fort Benning.
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sheet to list their own personal
motto, if desired. I thought this
was a nice touch that fuyure generations might enjoy.
I wanted to include some aerial
hypers of Columbus/Fort Benning
in the collection and that presented a transportation problem. I
made stereographs of several "captains of industry" who owned airplanes in the course of the project.
I showed all of them aerial hypers
of Columbus that I made several
years ago and sort of hinted

1

Alfonso Biggs is a noted Columbus historian and is deeply involved in collecting information and writing about Black History in this area.

........................................................................................................................................................
around that it would be nice to
have some current ones in the collection, hoping someone would
volunteer their airplane. But that
didn't happen, and I had almost
decided the only way I was going
to get aerials was to rent an airplane.
Before doing that I contacted
the Fort Benning Public Affairs
Office and explained my project

Bobby Peters was elected mayor of Columbus, GA, in 1994. Law, government and
chess are his hobbies. His personal motto is "Say what you think and do what you
say. Be honest and don't stand on someone else's shoulders to make yourself taller."

and transport problem to them.
They came to my rescue and
arranged for me to fly as a passenger on a helicopter training flight
so I could shoot several aerial stereographs.
One of the last places I stereographed was the St. Elmo mansion.
It was built in 1833 on the old
stagecoach road which ran
through this area. Imagine my surprise when I read the historical
marker in front of the house and
learned that Millard Fillmore,

Fort Benning's Building 35 was built in the mid 7930s and was supposedly the largest
office building in the Southeastern U.S. at the time. It served as post headquarters
until 1963. The School of the Americas is now housed in this building.

with lorgnette vicwcrs,at t h e

Schwob Memorial Library in Sep-

.........................................................................................................................................................
tember. 1966. Then it will be
whose picture really got me started
on this project, visited here in
April, 1854.
I have exposed, printed and
mounted 115 stereographs, so far,
in three copies each. One set for
the ~ o l u m b u College
s
Schwob
Memorial Library Archives, one for
the Oliver Wendell Holmes Stereoscopic Research Library and one
for myself. The project, to be called
the Bill C. Walton 3-D Photographic Collection, is open-ended

and I can add to it at any time. As
Columbus was the site of the 1966
Olympic Women's Fast Pitch Softball competition and we have a
new civic center, I'll want to add
some stereographs of these subjects
to the collection. There is to be a
public display of the collection,

placed i n the library archives.
This is the biggest stereography
project I have ever been involved
in, and I believe that I am assembling a collection future generations will appreciate and enjoy. ee

Lieutenant Stevens is the manager of the Dinglewood Pharmacy lunch counter, where
he has worked for the past 49 years. A Columbus "institution", he is known for his
"Scrambled Dog" (a local delicacy which he is holding) and superb chili. Music and
cooking are his hobbies. "Mama may have, and Papa may have, but God bless the
child who has his own. " is his personal motto.

The Cage Crinoline
in Stereo Humor

by George Enos

Union View Company, English Croup Series. Whatever the story is in this view, the
cage crinoline hanging by the fire seems to play a vital part. Author's co//ection.

........................................................................................................................................................

derability, but did not surpass it
until 1856.
A patent was issued in June of
that year for a crinoline cage of
steel hoops rigged to a waistband
by tapes and wires. It not only
looked like a big bird cage but
posed the same problems in mobility and hygienic access.
In the 1870s, after improving
only from an irritant to an insult,

C

rinoline was originally a stiff,
heavy fabric of horsehair and
linen. Worn as a petticoat, it
satisfied fashion by extending skirt
contours beyond the anatomy.
Lighter cotton crinolines
emerged in the 1800s. Gathered,
bunched, bound, glued and sewn
to other tackle, they equaled the
original in strength and unlaun-

the crinoline departed the world of
fashion. As these views suggest, its
end was not peaceful. The National Women's Suffrage Association
had formed in 1869 to challenge
laws that denied women authority
equal to their responsibilities.
When, in 1872, Susan B. Anthony
was arrested for voting, the cage
crinoline became an especially
effective metaphor. at6
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Pirated English view on Popular Series mount, "Werry sorry Mam, but leave yer
Krinerline outside. " /ohn Dennis collection.

I

Assignment 3-D
.-

-

ontimed

shot even a few rolls of stereos has
at least one view that could qualify
here. So dig it out, send it in, and
make your own Stereo Impact
Statement! Deadline for the Stereo
Impact Assignment is January 24,
1997.

The Rules
As space allows (and depending on the
response) judges will select for publication
in each issue at least two of the best views
submitted by press time. Rather than tag
images as first, second or third place winners, the idea will be to present as many
good stereographs as possible from among
those submitted.
Anyone and any image in any print or
slide format is eligible. (Keep in mind that
images will be reproduced in black and
white.) lnclude all relevant caption material
and technical data as well as your name and

Upcoming
Stereo
Exhibitions

,,

Inside hnt

address. Each entrant may submit up to 6
images per assignment.
Any stereographer, amateur or professional, is eligible. Stereos which have won
Stereoscopic Society or PSA competitions are
equally eligible, but please try to send views
made within the past eight years. All views
will be returned within 6 to 14 weeks, but
Stereo World and the NSA assume n o responsibility for the safety of photographs. Please
include return postage with entries. Submission of an image constitutes permission for
its one-use reproduction in Stereo World. All
other rights are retained by the photographer.
Send all entries directly to: ASSIGNMENT
3-D, 5610 SE 71st, Portland, OR 97206. r'r@

T

he following exhibitions are
open to any stereographers
interested in PSA recognized international competitions. The closing
dates are listed first, followed by
the name of the exhibition, a contact for entry forms, and the entry
fees.
October 12, 1996 - DGS RUHRGERIET;
Gunter Ziegenhain, Bulmker Strasse
137, D-45888 Gelsenkirchen, Germany. $10 or DM15.
March 4, 1997 - 40th WICHITA; Jack
Covey, FPSA, PO Box 8021, Wichita,
KS 67208-0021. N. America $5, others
$6. (Slide and card sections.)

(Thanks to Jock and Rnrbora Covey, PSA
Stereo Division Exhibition Standor&.) @@
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3-D Tarantulas

by Willard U! Payne & Todd A. Gearheart

ften, NSA members are able to
reach out to audiences well
beyond the world of stereo
imaging, and use our special techniques to develop unique educational projects. This was part of the
motivation that led to the production of 3 - 0 Tarantulas, the first
ever 3-D presentation involving
these fascinating and, for many,

fearsome spiders. Thousands of
people around the world are interested in observing, breeding and
rearing these animals, many of
which are rare or endangered. (See
the article "Tarantulas" in the September, 1996 National Geo'yraphic.)
To capture tarantulas in dramatic stereo, a Nimslo camera with 6
and 12 inch close-up lenses and a

King Baboon (Cithamchius crawshayi), a female sub-adult tarantula from Kenya. This
species has e~~eptionally
large fangs. o 1996 W;//ardW Payne & Todd A. Gearheart

................................................................................................................................................................

Chilean Common (Phrixotrichus spatulata), Chile. The adult male (lower left) and female
here are shown early in the mating process, facing each other standing nearly upright on
their rear legs. 0 1996 Willard W Payne & Todd A. Gearheart

.................................................................................................................................................................

combination of natural, photo
flood and on-camera flash illumination was used. Because of the
difficulty in focusing, a couple of
plywood racks with adjustable
extensions held in place by
C-clamps were built. With spanning supports of aluminum
clothesline, the racks were placed
in a big plastic sweater storage tray,
which served as a spider corral.
Tarantulas are extremely variable
as a group, and this is a major factor in the fascination they hold for
humans. About 800 species are distinguished by differences in size,
hairiness, coloration and body patterns. They may be smaller than
the palm of a child's hand, or have
a leg span of more than a foot. At
least one is so large it is roasted
and eaten for its meat, which is
said to resemble that of crab or
lobster. Tropical, tree-dwelling
bird-eater species are able to capture and consume birds, small
mammals, reptiles and amphibians. In spite of their size and special diets, like the common spiders
of our childhood, tarantulas inject
enzymes, liquefy the tissues of
their prey, and suck out the nutritious juices.
Some tarantulas are placid, some
are aggressive, and some are unpredictable in their behavior. They
have substantial fangs (up to an
inch or more in length) and often
strike tormentors with dazzling
speed to scare them away.
Although the venom of most is
innocuous to humans, some can
cause painful bites followed by
hours of burning and swelling and
possibly more dangerous reactions.
None of the species native to the
U.S. is dangerous.
Several tarantulas have irritating
hairs, known as "urticating" hairs,
that can cause unpleasant rashes.
These animals often kick hairs off
their abdomens with their hind
legs toward their tormentors. With
any species, it's always wise to

remember that these are wild animals, and they must be handled
with care, gentleness and a certain
amount of cautious respect.
Because numerous tarantula
populations and species are threatened by loss of their desert, tropical or subtropical habitats throughout the world, many naturalists
believe that their only hope for
long-term survival dipends on
their ability to attract and interact
with humans that breed, tend and
disperse them. Similar dependency
on humans characterizes hundreds
of the endangered birds and mammals of the world who find
dependable havens only in zoos
and private collections.
The futures of thousands of
species of living things is linked to
education that develops interest
and better understanding for ourselves and our children. This is one
of the most important goals motivating production of the 3 - 0
Tarantulas poster. The animals
shown are carefully identified as to
sex and developmental phases. Of
all the tarantula posters known to
us, this is the first to show more
than a single stage in progression
from spiderling to adult. Different

..................................................................
Sylvia Dennis checks out one of the
colorful species on the 22 x 35 inch
3-D Tarantulas poster. The slightly
narrow images are printed at an
80mm separation for viewing with a
lorgnette viewer or (for some) by free
viewing. Windows for many of the
images are aligned so that when
fused, the spiders appear to be walking on the surface of the poster.

,
I

I

species from the same genus are
placed next to each other so they
can be compared for similarities
and differences. Near the center of
the poster is a pair of Chilean common tarantulas in the process of
mating.
The 18 full color stereo pairs on
the 3-0 Tarantulas poster were
photographed by NSA and SSA
member Dr. Willard W. Payne, a
biology professor now retired from
the University of Illinois, University of Florida, and from administration of four biology museums. He
has authored or edited 16 books,
47 scientific papers, and more than
200 publications designed to educate the general public.
Todd Alan Gearheart, the taxonomy expert and "spider wrangler"

'

for the project, is an author, breeder and raiser who has maintained
and worked with tarantulas since
he was eight years old. He consults
for one of the major importers of
exotic reptiles and arachnids in
southwest Florida, and has farflung connections in the spider
world through extensive experience on the internet and personal
involvement in professional organizations.
The poster is available by mail
for $10 a copy, plus $3.95 shipping
and $2.00 for lorgnette viewers.
Discounts are available for larger
orders. Contact TAG Works, PO Box
60726, Fort Myers, FL 33906-0726.
rhonetfax (941) 482-5028, E-mail
tgearhea@peganet.com me

Saucer Stereo
P

erhaps as a hint to the producers
of the movie Independence Day
that their special effects would
have been even more exciting in
3-Dl NSA member Robert O'Nan of
Albuquerque, NM, sent in this UFO
hyper. Leaving SW readers to
decide which one they like best, he
provided two possible captions for
the view:
"The hyperstereo was taken with
a Nikon 35mm camera, placed on
either end of a five and a half foot
two-by-four, supported on saw
horses. In the background are the
Sandia Mountains The trees border
either side of the Rio Grand River,
and the foreground is a golf course
near Bernalillo, NM. I took the
model picture on a black back-

I

ground without moving the camera so it would appear at a distance. I then sandwiched the two
pairs of negatives together and
printed the stereo pair in my darkroom. The model is sold in kit
form by Testors. A detailed description of the saucer (included in the
kit) was provided to Testors by one
Robert Lazar, who claims to have
seen several such craft housed in
area S-4 in Nevada."
Or:
"This thing came over the Sandia Mountains at high speed. It
paused over the Rio Grand River
just long enough for me to get this
one shot with my hyperstereo
camera. Then it went straight up
and out of sight! me
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EUROPEANGEMS

Stereoviews from Old Europe
and the Stories Behind Them
Dennis Pellerin & Pierre Tavlitzki

Beranger's Songs
by Fume & Tournier

EtC

~eritlicentury viewr of Ezrro)(In szil?jects by European stereograpl~ers,inclridin'g some rare examples long ti~iavailal~le
on the continent, ore farniliar artifacts to many
stzrrlents antf collectors of stereo~yraphicnin North America. Rut
W I I I I P the images may be known and
nrlrnirtld, irlformatioi~about the arbjects (erpecially those which no
I O I I ~ E T exist) is often limited to short
titles wlricti may not be very enli,gktenin,y even when tmnrlated. In other
cases, iriforrnation about the piioto,yrapher and/or publisher is lacking.
W i t h this first installment of our
new "European Gems" colurnn,
Ilenis RIIerin and Pierre Tavlitzki
h ~ y i nthe process if filling in some of
tlip faccinati~~g
stories behind a selection of Tome true stereo "gems" photographed and publirhed in Europe.
SorncJcolztmns will deal mainly with
the rrrbjects while others will cover
the p~opleand circzrmstances behind
the prorflrction of the views. Over the
year$, various Stereo World feature
articles have examined some of the
more famous European stereo subjects and producers, but you'll ,get an
idea of how much more there is to
see and learn throlcgh this series
written from a European point of
vie1

n July 16,1857, a veteran died
in Paris. Pierre Jean de
Beranger, aged 77, had been
retired and nearly forgotten for
years, but on the following day
200,000 persons attended his
funeral. What was the reason for
such a sudden popular homage?
Beranger once had an immense
popular success as a songwriter
under the Bourbon monarchy
(1815-1830). An opponent to the
regime of the "immigr6sU(those
French aristocrats who lived in foreign countries during the years of
the French Revolution), he managed to glorify the military deeds
of Emperor Napoleon I. Staging
Napoleon as the "little corporal"
beloved by humble people, he was
not, however, supporting the
excess of luxury of the imperial
regime. When the Bourbon monarchy fell, Beranger was hailed as a

0
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national hero but he was more of a
patriot than a politician and he
withdrew from public life.
When BCranger died, another
Napoleon was reigning. Napoleon
111 owed his throne to his skill
with his own propaganda and to
his apparent support of the working class. He took the opportunity
of Beranger's death to glorify a
man who sang so well the legend
of his uncle Napoleon I. Within a
few months, new volumes of
Beranger songs were issued along
with his memoirs. The following
year (1858))backed by authorized
Beranger publisher Charles Aristide
Perrotin, the company of Furne &
Tournier issued a series of 18 stereos illustrating his songs. Two of
them are presented here.
"La Mere Aveugle" (The Blind
Mother) is a sentimental song.
"Lise, vous ne filez pas" is a joke

........................................................................................................................................................
Furne & Tournier, Chansons de BPranger No. 8., "La MPre Aveugle" (The Blind Mother).

Furne & Tournier, Chansons de Beranger No. 16, "La Vivandiere."

........................................................................
on the double meaning of "filer"
(to spin and to take a hurried
leave): "Lise (I am blind but I
know that) you are not spinning"
and "Lise, you shall not go out
(and see your lover)". Both wheel
and lover are clearly visible in the
view!
"La Vivandiere" is a typical military song. "Vivandiere" is an old

French word for a girl whose job is
to supply wine to the soldiers. The
vivandieres (is there an English
word for it?) followed the regiment
in the campaigns. Staging Catin la
vivandiere is a good opportunity
for the songwriter to remember
Napoleonic wars in a drinking
song.

Furne C;T Tournier, a company on
which we have a lot of information, is among the most interesting
publishers. Other series by them
will be mentioned later in this column. ram
eaders' comments or auestions concernina
this colunon or Europe,an stereoviews are
invited. Writ,e to Denis PIcllerin, I , All be Paul
Cauguin, 4 1 170 Mondoubleau, FrarIce.

R

Comet Hyakutake in 3-D
by Mark Siegel

I

began shooting Hyakutake
around 1:00 am on March 24,
and took a number of exposures
without intentionally attempting a
3-D pair. After I got the prints
back, I realized that between my
first and last exposures-about an
hour-the comet had moved visibly against the background of
stars, and that merging the images
would create a stereo view of the
comet.
In order to get the pair aligned
properly for 3-Dl I had the negatives scanned into digital files,
used Photoshop to rotate the
images and adjust contrast, then
had those files filmed out to 35mm
transparencies. r'rm

Comet Hyakutake from Mt. Tamalpais, Marin County, CA, March 24, 1996, by Mark
Siegel. Kodak Cold 400 film, 50mm lens at f1.4, 90 second exposure; camera piggyk
backed on a Celestron 8 telescope for tracking. o I 966 ~ o r Siege/

..................................................................................................................................................................

Macro Stereo
120 Cameras
by Alldyn Clark

I

n 1941 at the age of ten, I was
stricken with cerebro-spinal
meningitis which left me with
total deafness. Without hearing, I
naturally took an interest in the
surrounding things that I could
see--one being motion pictures
and the other being photography. I
could enjoy myself and impress
others with this new found medium.
Ready for action, a camera is mounted on a bar with handles and cable release.
Mounted in front are the subject framing wires and two Vivitar 1900 manual flash
units, one linked to the shutter and one fired by a slave switch.

One day in 1945 at the school
for the deaf I asked my girlfriend
for her picture. She suggested that
I take one myself if I wanted it
badly enough. Some nerve! I was
stuck; I had no camera, film,
money or knowledge. A few days
later I trudged through the snow
with friends to the local movie
house to the Saturday matinee.
Passing a Salvation Army Store, I
glanced in the window and spotted a beat-up box camera. So I gave
up the opportunity to see a Gene
Autry movie, parted with my
twenty-five cents, and proudly
walked out with my Ruster Rrown
box camera.
All but one of the cameras use
Graphex shutters and a 2 1mm interocular separation of the lenses.
Focal lengths of the different cameras range from 6 7 mm to 107mm
to achieve varying, fixed focus, closeup distances.

@
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Alas, no money for film to take
pictures! So off to the local bowling alley for a job setting up pins,
something I was assured of on
weekends since bowling had
become quite popular just after the
war. One weekend I earned enough
to buy a roll of film, pay for the
development and printing, and
even have a few dollars left over.
Learning that developing and
printing costs could be saved
somewhat if you were able to do it
yourself, the local druggist interested me in purchasing some Kodak
chemicals and papers. My cellar
washroom became my darkroom
to the amazement of my parents
and I found it wonderful to work
by myself experimenting much of
the time. As the washroom became
busier, the makeshift darkroom
was moved to under the stairs.
There I developed the pictures of
my girlfriend whom I eventually
married. Our family grew, and so
did my darkroom. Today I enjoy a
nice two hundred square feet with
separate wet and dry areas.
My photography led me to a
small position with a government
job developing and printing aerial
pictures. Many of these were stereo
pairs for study of transmission
lines. This began just as the
famous Stereo Realist cameras
came on the market, and I decided
to invest in one of them to photograph our growing family. After a
few rolls of color film, I was
hooked on stereo and have never
looked back. That is, until our family grew up and the children all
moved away. With only my wife
and I to photograph in stereo, the
interest appeared to be less except
when we traveled, but they were
still the same travel type stereos.
Then one day I wandered into a
hotel that was having a photo fair
and learned that there were many
stereo clubs throughout other parts
of America. I contacted them from
time to time, becoming a member
of the NSA. Some Stereo World arti-

"Flip the Frog" captured in macro stereo by a camera using an Agfa 120 back and a
7 02mm focal length with a lens-to-subject distance of 9% inches. This provides 7 9 pairs of
27x32mm images on the film and covers a subject area of 3 3/4 x 3 inches. Closer macros
are possible using a horizontal Zeiss lkonta back with lenses focused on a 1% x 7 7/8 subject area, producing eight 32x32mm image pairs. Stereo by Alldyn Clark.

Shot with the same camera as the frog, this foxglove view reveals the depth of field possible with extremely small apertures and dual flash units. For stereo slides, the format to
which the film chips will later be trimmed needs to be kept in mind when using any homemade 7 20 rig. Stereo by Alldyn Clork.

cles encouraged members to enter
their slides for exhibition, but
most of my Realist slides taken
around the home had limited subjects. Then after one article displayed close-up and macro stereos,
I took a further interest, wondering
how these amazing stereos could
be taken so close with a camera
that was either too costly or
unavailable at all on the market.
This was the famous Stereo Realist
Macro camera which we all know
about. (SW Vol. 23 No. 1)
Pondering the idea and the theory of how macro stereo functions,
I decided to try and construct my
own. This was to be the non slide

bar type. I would then be able to
shoot stereos of flowers and live
subjects right here in my own
backyard.
I began with a prototype outfit I
constructed for black and white
tests. Over a period of time I
became more satisfied with the
proper lenses, film size, focal
lengths, lighting and set-up. All of
the construction of the macro
stereo camera was done in my
small office next to the darkroom.
The major tools were a vise to
bend the light aluminum body to
house the rest of the camera, a
drill and taps for holes around the
body, light-tight sealing comSTEREO W O R I D l u l v August I996
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CYGNUS

GRAPHIC

PUBLICATIONS & PRODUCTS

POSTERS: Maps, Astronomy,
City Views, RDS

BOOKS: Technical, Photographic,
Artistic, 3-0 History & Historic
Images, 3-D Techniques & Instruction - Photography & Drawing
VIEW-MASTER: Reels, Books,
Albums
3-D VIEWERS: Anaglyph,Twinlens, Prism-lens, Lorgnettes
3-D VIDEOS: Virtual Video Travel
3-D COMICS: 3-D Zone
The author at work on a lens board for one of his macro stereo cameras. The two
made using Agfa camera backs have no bellows. (There is no need for them, as all
the cameras are fixed focus.) Other backs used were from a Monitor, a Zeiss Icarette,
and a Zeiss Ikonta.

pound, files for smoothing drilled
holes, a discarded shutter, an old
roll film camera, and a set of lenses
(lOx70mm doublets from Edmund
Scientific). I was in business making my own macro stereo photographs.
It got around that I had made
five of these marvelous instruments with varying focal lengths,
and I was asked to speak to our
local club, the Photographic Historical Society of Canada. I also
projected several of my stereo
macro slides and when it was over
the place exploded with response. I
was then encouraged to enter a
slide in the Southern Cross International in which people from sixteen countries entered 744 slides. I
gave it a try and came up with a
Gold award of second best of the
whole show with my stereo macro
slide "Flip the Frog". On receiving
an award all the way from Australia, there was a sense of pride
not only in the slide I had entered
but in the camera that I had built.
While none of cameras I've
made are for sale, those interested
in the details of constructing them
may contact me at PO Box 1597,
Twelve Southview Crescent, Bracebridge, Ont. P1L 1V6, Canada. Fax
only (705) 645-6927. nn

LOTS OF MISCELLANEOUS
3-D ITEMS!
For a FREE copy, write, call or fax:

CYGNUS GRAPHIC
P.O. BOX 32461-X
Phoenix, AZ 8 5 0 6 4 - 2 4 6 1
U.S.A.
PhonelFax: 6 0 2 - 2 7 9 - 7 6 5 8

HASSLE-FREE 3-D
WITH THE TECO-NIMSLO
CAMERA AND 3-VIEWER
Use the lightweight auto-exposure
camera to make:
36 Slide pairs
Close-ups at 3 distances
Lenticular Prints

A number of 120 roll film camera
backs can be adapted for stereo use
if care is used in positioning the window mask and septum. Number of
pairs per roll varies from 8 to 19,
depending on focal length being
used and resulting film plane image
size. Film advance is controlled by
following a specific sequence of
numbers and words appearing in the
red window or by winding the knob
three-quarters of a turn for each
shot. Inexpensive 620 format backs
can be used if you're willing to re-roll
720 film onto the old spools.

Use the Universal viewer to display:
Realist and View-Master rollfilm
Nimslo/Nishika rolls
Mounted slide pairs
PRICES:
New camera ...................... $145
*Your Nimslo modified (UK) ... $63
Close-up attachments
6", 12", 30" dist's (ea) ..... $29
Opti-Lite flash ......................$29
Eveready case ....................$12
Teco 3-Viewer ......................$87
Add $3 shipping per order.
Calif. residents add 73/40/~sales tax.
MFD. BY:
TECHNICAL ENTERPRISES
1401 Bonnie Doone
Corona Del Mar, CA 92625
Tel. 714-644-9500
800-903-TECO

News from the
Stereoscopic Society of America
Norman B. Patterson

ne does not have to be a master of stereoscopic photography to join the SSA. It is
enough to be motivated sufficiently to make your own stereographs.
Learning the tricks of the trade will
come more rapidly in a group
(such as one of the Society's circuits) than working alone without
feedback. Such an organization
needs a mixture of people that
includes old pros as well as beginners. Without the one it has n o
past, without the other it has no
future.
When new people have come
into the Stereoscopic Society over
the years, they have fallen into
several categories, each of which
serves a useful role to the organization. Some come in for the long
haul and lend stability to the
group. Others have an intense
interest in stereo for a few years or
so and for some reason or another
have to drop out, possibly reappearing at a later time when circumstances are more favorable.
Then there are those, often quite
talented people, who have accumulated a backlog of very good
views and do very well in the
folios for a couple of years or more
until the backlog runs out-and
then choose to drop out. Others
come in as beginners who want to
make stereo views and are eager to
learn. We want them all, and
regret the departure of any from
this extended family.

0

Advice Revisited
Some topics need to be rehashed
frequently because there are always
new people entering stereo photography and asking the same
questions their counterparts did in
the past. This may seem tedious to
some experienced members but
must be addressed over and over
again. Prime examples of this are
the questions related to mounting
stereo views and the business of
the "stereo window". These are
vital to making quality stereo
views and getting the best result
out of any 3-D picture. There is a

lot to understand. Many of the
honored old-time publishers of
commercial viewcards apparently
had limited appreciation of the
niceties, judging by their issues.
Exalted names like Keystone, Gurney, Underwood, etc., show no
consistent feeling for the stereo
window.
Over the years, several articles
have addressed these questions in
the pages of Stereo World, and
copies of these articles have been
circulated to many of those Society
members who could benefit from
them. However, it is an endless
cycle and we have to risk boring
more experienced people to meet
the needs of the novices. (Actually,
some rather well-established workers may still be having trouble
with the "window business" so its
is not so obvious as one may be
led to believe.) It is true, however,
that after we become fully appreciative of the stereo-window concept we find any violations of it
very disturbing. Beyond that, there
are advanced window treatments
that are usually only attempted by
the few who push it that far.

Mount Your Own
Whether you are working in
transparency or print format, you
can not consistently achieve the
desired effect unless you do your
own mounting. A lot of help is
supplied by available mounting
materials but the devil lies in the
final delicate adjustments. In the
case of transparencies, commercial
mounting seems to be done in a
hit-or-miss, production-line manner with no regard for (or knowledge of) proper alignment or window. Each picture must be dealt
with according to its needs. With a
little practice, it is not intimidating
and one can become more than
adequate. (Not to say that there
won't be difficult cases, but that's
part of the fun.)

News Notes
Krys Walton, wife of Bill C. Walton, suffered a heart attack on June
9th and underwent bypass surgery

on July 10th. All of our thoughts
are with Krys and Bill-wishing
her a full and speedy recovery.
Edwin Clements of the (2x2)x2
Circuit, who married Gillian Grey
at the Waverly Hotel in Atlanta last
year following the great 3-D Festival, has re-settled with his new
bride from California to Rhode
Island. Ed works at installing computer systems, and this takes him
to some interesting locales where
he always finds great stereo subjects.
It's always a pleasure to announce
the arrival of new stereographers: a
boy to the Robin Burkes and a girl
to the Thom Gillams (both of the
CP Print Circuit).
Ernie Rairdin handily took the
honors in the fourth round of voting in the (relatively young) Feline
Print Circuit. David Lee and Ed
Comer were first and second runner-ups in a close race.

Tag-a-Long
One side benefit of belonging to
a Society folio circuit is that we get
to go along on everyone's vacations. And they do visit some
interesting and even exotic places!
We get to see the best scenes,
close-up and in 3-D. From the valley of the Nile to the crater edge of
New Zealand's White Island volcano to hiking trails in American
mountain ranges-places one may
never expect to visit-all available
from our most comfortable stereo
chair. One never knows what awaits
in the next folio envelope. m a
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e Stereoscopic Society of America is a
group of currently active stereo photographers who circulate their work by means of
postal folios. Both print and transparency formats are used, and several groups are operating folio circuits to met the needs in each
format. When a folio arrives, a member views
and makes comments on each of the entries
of the other participants. His or her own
view, which has traveled the circuit and has
been examined and commented upon by the
other members, is removed and reolaced with
a new entry. 1'he folio the1I continues I'ts endless travels an~ u n dthe circ:uit.
Stereo phol 'ographers fi(ho may be interest.. . .
.. .
ed fn Socfety membership should wrfte to the
Membership Secretary, E. jack Swarthout, 12
Woodmere Dr., Paris, 11 6 1
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An Arizona Mvsterv Solved:
The Stereographs ofArthur-E. Hackett
of the Flagstaff Weather Bureau
by Bruce Hooper,Research Assistant, Bilby Research Center, Northern Arizona University

T

now know something about the
source of the two Flagstaff stereographs published in my article
in the Mar./Apr. 1987 issue of
Stereo World. Early this year Northern Arizona University Special Collections acquired six of these mystery stereographs. One was
imprinted "Published by H.A.
Hackett, Flagstaff, Ariz."
I assumed at first that Arthur E.
Hackett might have taken them,
and later I thought perhaps a wandering itinerant could have taken
them. The key to the whole matter
was the discovery in NAU Special
Collections of a souvenir album of
Flagstaff published in 1907 by A.E.
Hackett. All of the photographs
appearing in this album cover
exactly the same areas around

Flagstaff as those covered by the
stereographs, although the album
also includes Flagstaff buildings
and the Thomas House at Oak
Creek Canyon that I have not seen
as stereographs. It looks like Hackett was using a view camera and a
stereo camera on his travels
through Flagstaff's San Francisco
Peaks, to Sunset Crater, and on the
route to Rogers Lake-taking a
number of small tours through the
Flagstaff area. The stereographs
were probably sold by local merchants and probably were used to
help pay the cost of publishing the
Flagstaff album. No mention of
these stereographs ever appears in
the Coconino Sun or in any of the
other Flagstaff newspapers at this
time. Why Arthur E. Hackett's son,

A.E. Hackett No. 52, "The Bottomless Pit, near Flagstaff, Ariz. " When no culvert was constructed for drainage under railroad tracks laid in the early 1880s, a lake formed south of
the road bed. One night in 1885, Stanley Sykes camped nearby and was awakened by a
sucking sound. In the morning he noticed that the lake level was dropping rapidly. Lake
waters had dissolved the limestone basin. Using lengths of rope, Sykes tried to find the
bottom of the new pit, but could not do so.
(Courtesy of Cline Library Special CoNections & Archives, Northern Arizona University.)

Harold A. Hackett, appears on the
stereographs as publisher is still a
mystery to me.
The only reference to his views
appears in the March 5, 1909
Coconino Sun:
The photographic post cards of
local views published by A.E.
Hackett, will be kept on sale at the
Flagstaff Reading Room. The profits go to the reading room. Buy
your cards there and the ladies of
the W.C.T.U. maintain this excellent institution.

Arthur Ermon Hackett was born
in Moria, New York in 1866 and
spent his early youth near Odessa,
Michigan. He enlisted in the U.S.
Army at Santa Fe, New Mexico in
1884 and later served at Fort Totten, north Dakota. As a member of
the Army Signal Corps he was one
of the first to use the telephone in
military operations. About 1889,
the Weather Bureau, then a branch
of the Signal Corps, was transferred from the War Department to
the Department of Agriculture.
Hackett was with
the Weather
Bureau in Tennessee (early
1890s) and in
Columbia, Missouri from 1894
to August, 1904.
On January 22,
1890 he married
Eva Grace, a
native of Keeler,
Michigan. She
bore him a son,
Harold A., about
1892. At some
point they
adopted a daughter named Laura
Fleming, who is
listed as a ward

in the Arizona Territorial Census of
1910.
In August of 1904 Hackett was
transferred from the Weather
Bureau station in Missouri to the
cottage in which the Flagstaff
Weather Bureau was located. His
weather reports appear frequently
in the local paper, but references to
him or other family members and
their personal lives are infrequent.
In July, 1906 Hackett, Mr. Schermerhorn, and Rev. Lumpkin of the
local M.E. Church climbed the San
Francisco Peaks. Also at this time,
Hackett's wife Eva was Secretary of
the Flagstaff Mission Society. In
September, 1908 Hackett's son,
Harold, left for Los Angeles to
enter the University of Southern
California.
In December, 1909 Hackett told
the Coconino Sun that he was not a
professional photographer, but
some of the photographs he made
would do credit to a city studio. In
late December, 1909 he fitted up a
photograph gallery in the room
over the Western Union telegraph
office, which he would open by
special appointment. In 1910
Hackett purchased some land in
the San Joaquin Valley of California where he planted eucalyptus
groves and other items. He ran this
ranch from Flagstaff between 1910
and 1911.
In February, 1912 Hackett
announced that he was giving up
his work for the government,-but
worked at the Weather Bureau
until February 29th. He established
the Arizona
Photo Company,
a commercial
photography studio, in Phoenix
in 1912, lasting
until his retirement in 1928.
The Arizona
Photo Company
was for the most
part a finishing
operation. Films
were sent from
any number of
local Arizona
drug stores to be
processed at his
studio. He produced many
photographs for
local newspapers

and national publications, and also
for advertising circulars depicting
the scenic beauty of Arizona. Hackett's daughter Laura was involved
in the Arizona Photo Company,
and the census of 1920 lists her as
a photographer for the company.
Sometime after moving to
Phoenix, Hackett purchased some
property on the mountain top at
Hassayampa Mountain Club. In
1930, he purchased the entire
mountain top and renamed the
crest of the hill "Banghackett."
On August 5, 1932 Hackett died
at a local Phoenix hospital and on
the 8th was buried in Greenwood
Memorial Park. He was survived by
his wife Eva, his son Harold, and
his daughter
Laura.
-

Known View Titles
Stereographs of Flagstaff, Arizona and vicinity were taken by
Arthur E. Hackett and published by
his son, Harold A. Hackett, c.
1905-1906 on tan and gray
mounts. "Published by H.A. Hackett, Flagstaff, Ariz." is printed on
the back of some views. Captions
are printed or penned on view
fronts or backs. Probably about
100 numbers were published.
13. In the Foothills, San Francisco Mountains, near Flagstaff, Ariz.
17. On the road to Fisher's Tanks.
28. San Francisco Peaks in winter, Flagstaff,
Ariz.

31. Walnut Canyon, near Fisher's Tanks,

Ariz.
36. Winter in the Pines, Flagstaff, Ariz.
38. Hanging Rock, Walnut Canyon, near
Flagstaff, Ariz.
45. Looking northeast from top of Eldon
Mountain.
50. Mill of Arizona Lumber & Timber Co.,
Flagstaff, Ariz.
51. Looking down on Flagstaff, Ariz., from
top of Eldon Mountain.
52. The Bottomless Pit, near Flagstaff, Ariz.
54. Prehistoric fortifications on the
"Island," Walnut Canyon. [printed]
54. Pre-historic fortifications on the
"Island," Walnut Canyon. [penned]
55. Forester's Cabin, Walnut Canyon, near
Flagstaff, Ariz.
59. The "Island," Walnut Canyon, near
Flagstaff, Ariz.
79. At the edge of the Lava, Sunset Mountain, near Flagstaff, Ariz.
81. In the Lava beds, Sunset Mountain,
near Flagstaff, Ariz.
81. In the Lava beds, Sunset Mountain,
near Flagstaff, Ariz. [variant]
83. The Devil's Ditch, Sunset Mountain,
near Flagstaff, Ariz.
94. Flagstaff, Ariz., from Lowell Observatory.

Unnumbered Stereographs:
Looking northeast across Sunset Crater.
In Walnut Canyon
Lava beds. Sunset Mountain.
Lava beds, Sunset Mountain.
At the Lava beds. - An old vent.
v i e w of another vent at the lava beds]
The Devil's Ditch, lava beds, Sunset
Mountain.
On the top of the San Francisco Peaks,
Humphrey's Peak in the distance.
The road through the pines to Rogers
Lake.

..................................................................................................................................................................
I

A. E. Hackett, "On the top of the San Francisco Peaks, Humphrey's Peak in the distance. "
Named for Brig. Gen. Andrew A. Humphreys, the distant volcanic peak is the highest in
Arizona at 72,670 feet.
(Courtesy of Cline L~brorySpeciol Coflections & Archives, Northern Arizono University.)

Current Information
on Stereo Today
David Starkman & john Dennis

View Magic Flips

D

imension Press is the company that single-handedly made
overlunder stereo prints a
viable format with the introduction of the high quality View
Magic'" mirror viewer in 1992. (See
SW Vol. 19 No. 1.) Now the latest
View Magic viewer has literally
rotated the whole concept 90"
with the introduction of the PV6x6
Side-by Side viewer. Mirror units
similar to those mated in the
overtunder viewer have been oriented to provide a side-by-side
viewing base of about 7 inches.
Designed for viewing prints from
8 to 11 inches wide, the viewer
will work with any print pairs from
5x7 to 16x20 inches. Just as the
original View Magic overlunder
viewer can fuse panoramic pairs of
any length, the side-by-side viewer
can handle pairs of any height.
Larger size pairs, however, require
adjustment of viewing distance
and some practice, as this viewer
doesn't maintain the constant
interocular spacing of the
overtunder models.
The two elements of the PV6x6
can slide up to an inch apart on an
adjustable interocular bracket,
making it a breeze to view 8x10
inch vertical print pairs without
the distortion of any filters, lenses,
or prisms. The bracket also allows a
degree of vertical "twist" adjustment between the halves of the
viewer to help bring pairs into
fusion.
The new viewer in no way
replaces the original overlunder
View Magic or any of the related
overlunder products. Its purpose is
simply to provide a way of viewing
large (especially vertical) print
pairs with the same ease and
sharpness provided by the original
viewer for overlunder (mostly horizontal) pairs. Unlike the
overtunder models, this one can
take some effort and even some
free viewing ability for use with
pairs wider than the separation of
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.The
........new
........View
..........Magic"
..............Side-by-Side
......................viewer
.............admires
...............itself
.........in.....a...mirror.
......................................................
the mirrors. It's not a viewer to
give someone just starting out in
stereo, but it provides a valuable (if
slightly bulky) addition to the
selection of viewers for the exhibition of large print pairs. (It also
makes a fun hyper-scope for liveaction viewing of your house or
neighborhood.)
The View Magic PV6x6 Side-bySide 3-D viewer is $50 including

shipping in the U.S. and $55 for
international orders. (MA residents
add $2.50 tax.) The View Magic
Practical Guide to Takin'q 3-0 Pictures is included with the viewer,
along with a separate manual for
the PV6x6. Contact Dimension
Press, PO Box 83, Harvard, MA
01451-0083, voice mail (508) 4563147.

1st Ever Amateur
3-D Movie/Video Competition

T

he 3-D MovieIVideo Division of
the Stereo Club of Southern California has been meeting as a special interest group four times a
year for the past thirteen years in
southern California. Its members
share a love of 3-D motion pictures
and shoot in a variety of 3-D
movielvideo formats.
In order to help motivate more
people to get into the field, the
group has organized the First Ever
Amateur 3-D MovieIVideo Competition for March, 1997. Open to
anyone who has produced their
own 3-D film or video, the competition will accept entries in several

formats including 16mm
Bolex/Elgeet, Super 8 Elmo/Powell,
anaglyphs, or VHS alternating shutter video. (Contact the organizers
concerning other formats.)
Judging will be based on quality
of image within the limitations of
the format, titles, creativity, 3-D
effect, editing and story. Deadline
for submission of entries is February 28, 1997.
For details and entry forms, contact 3-D MovieIVideo Division
SCSC, Longley Way School, 2601
Longley Way, Arcadia, CA 91007,
(818) 447-8152 fax (818) 574-3812.

'97 ISU Congress May 21-26
I

T

his is a reminder that the next
great international gathering
devoted to stereo imaging is coming up in the spring of 1997 rather
than summer or fall. The l l t h
World Congress of the International Stereoscopic Union, hosted by
the NVvS (Dutch Society for
Stereophotography) is set for May
21-26 at historic Rolduc Abbey in
the Netherlands.
The Congress facility, near
Kerkrade and about 20 miles from
Maastricht, is itself an actual historic site. The former Rolduc
Abbey dates from the 12th century
and became the largest monastery
in the Netherlands. The abbey was
abolished at the time of the French
Revolution but became economically significant during the 17th
and 18th centuries. Twenty years
ago it was made a center for international meetings and cultural
events.
Rolduc's rich history is evident
both inside and out, with many
authentic historical details left
intact. The facility includes its own
hotel accommodations with a
capacity of 320, meetings rooms,
and a large auditorium. (Additional

I

accommodations are available in
the neighborhood.) A nearby train
station connects it to Maastricht,
and its unique location in a southeastern tip of the Netherlands
places it close to the cities of Brussels, Diisseldorf, Cologne and
Aachen in Belgium and Germany a truly international site!

New Stereo Shows Invited!
In order to offer a more interesting and varied projection program,
organizers of the 1997 ISU Congress have imposed a limit of 20
minutes per show, with no limit
on the number of shows per person. Also, n o show itself may be
older than ten years and presenters
are encouraged to use images made
within the past ten years. A wide
variety of technical facilities are
available for most formats including Realist and 7p, 50 x 50 pairs,
large formats, and View-Master.
Projection will be on a 3 meter
high by 4 meter wide screen.
The deadline for show entry
applications is December 31, 1996.
Forms are available (in the Mar.,
'96 Stereoscopy) from Horst Hoyer,
165 Watchung Ave., Montclair, NJ

07043, (201) 783-4814. To contact
the organizers directly, write to:
l l t h ISU World Congress, Pr. J.
Frisolaan 21, 8084 AC 'T Harde,
The Netherlands, fax +31 25 1
232099.
Watch this space for availability
of registration forms for the Congress itself.

New 3-D Cartoon at Warner Bros. Store
T

Poster for Marvin the Martian in the
3rd Dimension. o 1996 Warner ~ r o s .

he world's first computer-animated 3-D Looney Tunes cartoon premieres October 22, 1996,
as part of the opening of the newly
expanded and redesigned Warner
Bros. Flagship Studio store in New
York. Marvin the Martian in the 3rd
Dimension is a 12-minute, 70mm
3-D extravaganza staring Daffy
Duck and Marvin the Martian.
The store, located at Fifth
Avenue and 57th Street, will provide 75,000 square feet of
retaillentertainment space on nine
floors, with the 74 seat 3-D theater
as the major attraction. One floor
will be devoted to 3-D merchandise like 3-D film memorabilia, 3-D
post cards, single-use 3-D lenticular
cameras, etc.
The film is a tale of interplanetary misunderstanding, with Daffy
whisked from the Warner Bros.

backlot in Burbank to the surface
of Mars. He and the audience are
then send on a rocket-propelled
chase through space in "eye-popping, in-your-face, off-the-screen
3-D." For its first U.S. run, the cartoon will be shown exclusively at
the New York Warner Bros. store.
Admission price to the film is yet
to be determined, but it should be
a nominal fee, for which store customers will receive a token
redeemable for merchandise. an

T

his column depends on readers for
information. (We don't know everything!)
Please send information or questions to David
Storkmon, NewViews Editc
2368,
Culver City, CA 9023 1.

3-D ANIMATED MAGIC EYE STEREOGRAMS.
Windows CD-ROM. 100t images including animation. Music soundtrack and SFX. "An excellent program to view MAGIC EYE artwork." Jack
Swarthout, Member Secretary, Stereoscopic
Society of America. $19.95 t $1.50 SIH.
CheckIMO: Quantrum, PO Box 1770, Terre
Haute, IN 47808, COD (800) 313-0253.
3-0 TV Stereodriver, 2 stereolvisors and 15 films.
Films are: Rising Sun, Empire, Big City, Starchaser, The Zoo, Space Hunter, Metal Storm,
Stereo Fraphics, Hideous Mutant, Frankenstein,
Revenge, Friday the 13th, Comin' at Ya. Asking
$300. (310) 430-8981.
6x13 VIEW SETS: 42 new views (Space, Ocean,
African Animals), do-it-yourself cards, 3 viewers, and digital 3-D program with anaglyphic
glasses! $25. shipped. Send check to StereoType. PO Box 1637, Florence, OR 97439.
ARTHUR GIRLING'S "Stereo Drawing - A Theory
of 3-D Vision and Its Application to Stereo Drawing". 100 pages hardbound 8% x 12. Stereo
photographers are finding that the book applies
equally to stereo photography and is a mine of
information on methods of making 3-D pictures
and viewing them. Written in non-technical language and profusely illustrated with B&W drawings as well as 11 pages of superb anaglyphs,
this book is a must for the serious stereoscopist.
Now available from NSA Book Service, 4201
Nagle Rd., Bryan, TX 77801. Price (including
postage) $19.00 USA, Canada. Overseas add
$2.00 surface, $4.00 air.
BELPLASCA. Prestige 7-p wide format stereo
camera. CMI case & instructions. Acclaimed
best camera. Like new in excellent condition.
$1,595. Brent Barclay, (860) 677-8422.
BOOK, The Siege at Port Arthur, hardback with
3-D viewer, greatly reduced at $10 incl. seamail.
Add $4 for airmail. (Cash preferred). Ron Blum,
2 Hussey Ave., Oaklands Park SA 5046, Australia.
EMDE medium, close-up masks, binders, frames,
$14.95 each. Glass, 200 count, $39.95. Binder
and glass special, $49.95. Shipping additional.
VISA, MasterCard accepted. S&D Enterprises,
40604 N. Kenosha Rd., Zion, IL 60099-9341,
(847) 731-3633.
I HAVE 20 ISSUES of "3-0 Hollywood - Photographs by Harold Lloyd" available to fellow NSA
members at $9.95 plus $3 postage. Charles R.
Weiss, 637 Ambler Cr., Tallmadge, OH 44278.
INSTRUCTION BOOKS for Stereo FED: English
translation $9. Wanted: I.B. and close-up lenseslrangefinder for Zeiss Steritar C. Bruce
Hansen. Box 89437, Honolulu, HI 96830-9437.

ITALY BOXED SET of 100 vlews, U&U, complete,
excellent condition, box worn, $200 incl. U.S.
postage. Brewster stereo viewer, good condition, some repairs, $235 incl. U.S. postage.
Anthony Winston, 344 Jackson Ave., Morgantown. WV 26505, (304) 292-4038.
JOHN WALDSMITH'S "Stereo Views, An Illustrated History and Price Guide" available signed
from the author, $22.95 softbound, add $2.95
postage and handling. Please note: the hardbound edition is sold out. MasterCard, VISA and
Discover accepted. John Waldsmith, 302
Granger Rd., Medina, OH 44256.
KODAK STEREO CAMERA in original box with
original instructions, color display backer card,
tag, film envelope & warranty stub. Box shows
wear, but camera looks unused, $225; TDC
Stereo Colorist II camera, with rangefinder,
Exc.tt, $225; Realist ST-61 red-button viewer,
Mint-, $1 10; Same, several repaired cracks, but
very clean, $85; Sawyer's View-Master "Stereo
Set" (Model C viewer with light attachment) in
original box with instructions and room for
reels, Exc.t, $35; Model B viewer, Exc.t in Exc.
original gold-top box, $30; Model F transformer,
for model D and later viewers, works, Exc.,
$7.50. Please add UPS. Mark Willke, 200 SW
89th Ave.. Portland. OR 97225. (5031 297-7653.
MAINE PHOTOGRAPHICA BBS. Computer users!
Access a list of stereo views, View-Master, TruVue, CDVs, Daguerreotypes, ephemera, equipment, etc. available for immediate sale. Modem:
207-582-0402,,,#22,#22,#22,#22
Wed-Sun
1Oam-9pm EST. David Spahr SYSOP.
NEW CHINESE stereo attachment and viewer
which can be used on any SLR or rangefinder
with a 50mm or 58mm standard lens. Proper
stereo attachment may be chosen for the focal
length and filter size of the camera lens. (Other
sizes may be accommodated by step rings.)
Sizes are 5mm lensl48mm filter size,
50mm/49mm, 50mm/52mm, 50mm/55mm,
58mm/52mm, 58mml55mm. A set price is $52
for the outfit (attachment and viewer), include
postage. If you need them, you only write or fax
me. I will pack and mail them. After receiving
them, please send me a check or cash immediately. Li Weimin, North 6-3-3-1-02# Jianxi,
Luuoyang Henan 471003, P.R. China. Fax: 0086379-491 1485.
NOW AVAILABLE, Realist lens cover springs, $9
pair, includes instructions and shipping. Send
check, ZAK, RR2, Box 638, Oak Haven Circle,
Wautoma, WI 54982.
REPAIRING or cleaning RevereMIollensak? Special wrenches to remove wind and focus knobs,
$32/pair, postage included. 9 pair available.
Arlen Manning, 3298 MacDonald St., Napa, CA
945458, (707) 224-7514.
STEREOSCOPIC CARDS - Private collection. I
have a large collection of stereo cards. Both
views and topivs. D.M. Hendrickson, 2650 W.
223rd St., Bucyrus, KS 66013, (913) 964-3360.

TDC STEREO COLORIST II camera (Rodenstock
Stereo Trlnar fl3 lenses) with case. Excellent
condition. Cosmetically mint, $255 postage
included. Arthur J. Fischer, 3577 N. Sylvan Lane,
Melbourne. FL 32935. (4071 254-5700.
TDC STEREO PROJECTOR, locked,wood case,
trays, glasses $800. Art Faner, (503) 363-8193.
VERASCOPE F-40 camera, wide 7-P format clno
synch-flat, original leather case. This is a functional, gem condition picture-taker, $1095. Brent
Barclay, 43 West Main, Avon, CT 06001, (860)
677-8422.
VIEW-MASTER - For sale VIM 3 6 close-up lens
and VIM Personal cutter Q $195, each postpaid.
Bryan Ginns, 2109 Route 21, Valatie, NY 12184,
(518) 392-5805, fax: (518) 392-7925.
VIEW-MASTER REELS. Send SASE for list. Sandy
Reh, 736 N. Gary Ave. #108, Carol Stream, IL
60188.
WOLLENSAK, F2.7 Stereo. Original leather case.
Camera works beautifully! $595. (802) 3751142.

PROJECT-OR-VIEW. Rear project~onor screen. I
have two in excellent condition. Will trade for
one TDC projector, View-Master Personal wlcutter or arcade type viewers for collection. David
Clark (504) 529-7248.

AARDVARKS AREN'T MY INTEREST. I apprec~ate
stereo views of the Car~bbean,especially Puerto
Rico, just before 1957 when Mom shot me with
a Realist. Will quote other sites, dates, all formats. Jorge Segurola, 1359 Magdalena 702,
Santurce, Puerto Rico 00907, Fax (809) 7679177. Regards from the Tropics.
ALASKA & KLONDIKE stereos needed, especially
Muybridge, Maynard, Brodeck, Haynes, Winter
& Brown, Continent Stereoscopic. Also buying
any old Alaska photographs, books, post cards,
ephemera, souvenirs, etc. Wood, Box 22165,
Juneau. AK 99802. phlfax (907) 789-8450.
ALASKA, Klondike, Yukon, Eskimo stereo views
wanted: also some for trade or sale. Please send
photocopy, price, condition. Thanks. Robert
King, 3800 Coventry Drive, Anchorage, AK
99507, (907) 271 -551 0.
AN EMPTY BOX for U&U sets of Switzerland and
Italy is desperately needed. Both boxes must be
3 spine boxes. Roaches destroyed original
boxes. Bill Roundtree, 4141 State St., New
Orleans, LA 70125, (504) 861-0481.
ANY DELAWARE related photographs, stereo CDV, cabinet, etc. M. Balick, 5900 Kennett Pk,
Wilm. DE 19807.

ANY SKATEBOARDING p~ctures,slldes, v~deosstereo or regular, even 16mm films. Especially
from mid 1960s through 1980s. Write to: L. Tanner, PO Box 101, Port Neches, TX 77651. PS:
magazines too!

DISNEYLAND View-Master reels and Tru-Vue
cards wanted. Would like to buy or trade. Please
call or write to Doug Veader, 10165 Snowy Owl
Way, Auburn, CA 95603, (916) 889-3203.
DOGS - flat mount stereo views as well as CDVs,
cabinet cards, etc. Will buy or trade. Send price
and copy to Breck Carrow, 251 Woodlawn Ave.,
Jersey City, NJ 07305.

ATHLETICS. Photos in any format of track & field
subjects (runners, jumpers, etc.) of 1865-85
period. Keith F. Davis, 51 W. 53rd Terrace,
Kansas City, MO 641 12.

EXTREMELY DISTRESSED, Badly Broken arcade
or cabinet style stereo viewers; sorry, not interested in viewers needing little or no work - send
info, price, photo to Ross Follendorf, 5541 W.
Lazv "S" St.. Tucson. AZ 85713.

ATOM BOMB TEST. Want to buy the 1953 Nevada
test 14-slide set that Walter Sigg reissued in
1991. Daniel Saks, 365 Hill St., San Francisco,
CA 941 14.
AUSTRALIAN VIEWS & 1950s 3-D comics for
cash or trade. Many US, British, World views
available. All letters answered. W. Smythe, 258
Cumberland Rd., Auburn, NSW 2144, Australia.

FLORIDA STEREOS of historical value, especially
Tallahassee, Tampa and Gainsville: Price and
describe or send on approval; highest prices
paid for pre-1890 views. No St. Augustine. Hendrickson, PO Box 21 153, Kennedy Space Center,
FL 32815.

BOSTON flat mount views. Also views of photographers andlor studios, Langenheim glass and
paper, stereo dags, baseball stereo views. Buy or
trade. Chester Urban, 215 Whitins Rd., Sutton,
MA 01590.
"50" viewers. It can be
old, new, or used. Also looking for table-top
viewers. David, PO Box 483, Canoga Park, CA
91305, Phonelfax: (818) 998-7350.

TRADE, BUY & SELL: Igth
images (cased, stereo, Cdv, cabinet & large
Paper) Bill Lee, 8658 Galdiator Way, Sandy, UT
84094. S~ecialties:Western. Locomotives. Photoora~he;~.Indians, ~ i n i n o J.
: Carbutt, Ex~editiins,' Ships, Utah and occipational
COLORADO RAILROAD & mining stereo views,
cabinets, tintypes, COVs, glass negatives, large
photos, albums and books with real photographs. David S. Diggerness, 4953 Perry St.,
Denver, CO 80212-2630, (303) 455-3946. Specialties: Locomotives, mining, towns, stages,
freight wagons.

--

CORTE-SCOPE VIEWS or sets, any subject or
condition. No viewers unless with views. John
Waldsmith, 302 Granger Rd., Medina, OH
44256.
DESPERATELY WANTED! Photos or slides from
these World's Fairs - Spokane Expo '74,
Knoxville '82, Tsukuba Expo '85, Seville Expo
'92! Originals or will pay for duplication. Also,
View-Master reels #1 and #4 from Expo '74!
Jackie Conley, 3152 Vineyard St., Springfield,
OH 45503-1737.

A

s one of the benefits of membership, NSA
members are offered free use of classified
advertising. Members may use 100 words per
year, divided into three ads with a maximum
of 35 words per ad. Additional words or additional ads may be inserted at the rate of 200
per word. Please include payments with ads.
We cannot provide billings. Ads will be placed
in the issue being assembled at the time of
their arrival unless a specific later issue is
re
end all ads, with payme'nt, to:
TEREO WORlLD Clossifiec1%
>R 977nl:
5610 SE 71st, Portland, L..
-.---.
1 rate sheet 1for d~splaya1ris is available from
7e same add ress. Please :rend SASE.)

1I

FLORIDA VIEWS - Small town street scenes,
hotels, riverboats, drug stores, bottling works,
RR stations, lumberlturpentine industry,
schools, churches, general stores, courthouses.
Send Xerox, price, will take approvals. Keiffer,
BO, 1325, M
~ ~ FL 32063,
c ~ ~ ~ ~

/

GERMAN (Raumbild) 3-D books. These books
contain text, double image cards in pockets
within the book covers and expandable stereo
viewer. Ron Martin, 24404 249th Ave. SE, Maple
Valley, WA 98038, (206) 432-3282.

GERMANY STEREO VIEWS, towns, villages,
buildings, scenery, markets, people (18601910). 1 am also interested in correspondence
and exchange with "Germany-Collectors".
Please contact: Klaus Kemper, Kommerscheidterst 146, D-52385 Nideggen, Germany.
GRAND DUKE ALEXIS of Russia. Anything related
to tour of U.S., 1871-72. Stereo views (especially of Buffalo Hunt by Eaton), portraits,
ephemera. Copies of keepers appreciated for
research. Jim Crain, 131 Bennington, San Francisco, CA 941 10.
HARDHAT DIVING WANTED! Stereo views. CDVs.
cabinet cards, albumen prints, RP post' cards;
glass negatives, daguerreotypes, ambrotypes,
tintypes, etc. Also underwater photographs, diving helmets, pumps, shoes, etc. Gary Pilecki,
617 Guaymas Court, San Ramon, CA 94583,
(510) 866-0848.

I BUY ARIZONA PHOTOGRAPHS! Stereoviews,
cabinet cards, mounted photographs, RP post
cards, albums and photographs taken before
1920. Also interested in Xeroxes of Arizona
stereographs and photos for research. Will pay
postage and copy costs. Jeremy Rowe, 2120 S.
~ Las
, Palmas Cir., Mesa, AZ 85202.
I COLLECT VIEWS OF SAN DIEGO, California in
Realist or View-Master format! Contact Dave
Weiner, PO Box 12193, La Jolla, CA 92039.

II
-

Missing those Stereo World
Auction Sheets?
O n l y p s t class subscribers receive auction
sheets automatically with

"STEREO I&?OWB''
But the good news is that we are still
conducting Mail Bid Sales of boxed sets, views,
viewers etc., and you can receive these directly,
free of charge, by sending your name and address
to: (a brief description of your wants always helps!)

Page & Bryan Ginns
2109 - Route 21
Valatie, NY 12184
Tel: 518 392 5805

Fax: 518 392 7925

STEREO W R r D JulyIAup~st1996

@

I'M LOOKING FOR the follow~ng 1950s Realist
Permamount slides from "The Reallst Library of
Scenic Stereo Originals": 206, 402, 410, 411,
412, 413, 504, 805, 900, 901, 902, 907, 910,
918, 919, 921, 922, 929, 3000, 3100, 3105,
3111, 3112, 3113, 4000, 4001, 4002, 4100,
4101, 4901, 4903. Mark Willke, 200 SW 89th
Ave., Portland, OR 97225. (503) 297-7653.
KOREA WANTED! Stereo views. earlv ~ h o t o graphs, old postcards, letters, etc. ~ l s o stereo,
views of Spokane, WA or by Spokane photographer O.W. Watson Co. Contact Norman Thorpe,
6920 So. Meadows Road, Spokane, WA 99223,
(509) 448-431 1.
-~
~

LOUISIANA. NEW YORK CITY. and other stereo
views wanted, and daguerreotypes of children
with toys or just nicely tinted. Also interesting
cameras, other images. Larry Berke, 28 Marksman Lane, Levittown, NY 11756-51 10, (516)
796-7280.
- -

-

-

~

~

LOUISIANA STEREO VIEWS. Any subject. Also
views of Gardens and Horticultural subjects.
Boxed sets, daauerreotvpes, ambrotvpes, tintypes, salt prints, glass and tissue views. Early
American and European views. Bill Roundtree,
4141 State Street, New Orleans, LA 70125,
(504) 861 -0481.
MACRO REALIST OUTFIT, lloca viewer, ViewMaster Globe. Call Rick: (708) 557-2496.

MASSACHUSETTS - Towns of Douglas and E.
Douglas. Stereo views - photos - post cards.
Susan Rouleau, PO Box 50, Piedmont, SD
57769.

OCTOPUS Stereography instruction. I have been
in 3-D with the Stereo Realist since 1953, but
need tips and tricks for stereographing the octopus in captivity. Chris Mohr, 28865 Ellis Avenue,
Romoland. CA 92585.

STEREO PHOTOGRAPHER looking for fellow photographers interested in starting a folio dealing
with female glamour, fashion, lingerie or figure
studies. Anyone interested please contact Bill
Walsh, PO Box 1219, Abingdon, MD 21009,
(4101 569-71 05.
\

STEREOS, NY City, New Orleans, covered bridges.
Daguerreotypes of paintings, men in funny hats,
images with a date or name in the daguerreotype. Julian Wolff, 12 Rosewood Ln., Wantagh,
NY 11793.
STEREO VIEWERS WANTED. I pay highest prices
for Bush (black color) Verascope viewer, Kodak
II ACIDC, Realist gold Macro ...and German viewers, Belcascop and Iloca. Brent Barclay, 43 West
Main St., Avon, CT 06001, (860) 677-8422.
STEREO VIEWS and early photos of St. Lawrence
River, 1000 Islands region of Northern New York
State, especially those by Mclntyre. D.L. Grant,
15451 Lyellton Dr., Clayton, NY 13624.
STILLWATER, MINNESOTA and Hudson, Wisconsin views wanted. Also, Baseball and Brewery
views (US. only). Interested in post cards, cabinets, dags, etc., as well. Send Xeroxes to: Brent
Peterson, 502 West Churchill St., Stillwater, MN
55082.

SINGLE VIEWS, or complete sets of "Longfellow's
Wayside Inn" done by D. C. Osborn, Artist, Assabet, Mass., Lawrence M. Rochette, 169 Woodland Drive. Marlborouah, MA 01752.

I

,

STEREO REALIST 1525 Accessory Lens Kit for
Macro Stereo Camera; Realist 2066 Gold Button
Viewer; Realist 6-drawer stereo slide cabinet in
Exc.+ or better condition (must contain Realist
logo); Baja 8-drawer stereo slide cabinet with
plastic drawers marked "Versafile". Mark Willke,
200 SW 89th Ave., Portland, OR 97225. (503)
297-7653.

REVERE or Wollensak camera body - or camera
with broken shutter. Need badly - will buy or
trade. Gil Van Horn, PO Box 207, Llano, CA
93544.

NANTUCKET AND FLORIDA related stereo views
and ephemera. Chris Wampole, 42 Lake Arbor
Dr., Palm Springs, FL 33461, (407) 641-6693.

,

STEREO DAGUERREOTYPES; all kinds, all
nations & subjects. Any condition. Ken Appollo,
PO Box 241, Rhinecliff, NY 12574, (914) 8765232.

REALIST TO VIEW-MASTER. I am looking for
someone who can copy my Realist format slides
to View-Master format. Glen Groves, 7777 SE
41st Court, Ocala, FL 34480 or (352) 629-7677.
Thank You.

MUYBRIDGE VIEWS - Top prices paid. Also
Michigan and Mining - the 3Ms. Many views
available for trade. Leonard Walle, 47530 Edinborough Lane, Novi, MI 48374.

\

NEW ORLEANS 1884-1885 Exposition stereo
views, by Centennial Photographic Co. or any
information about them. Ken Speth, 2638
Boundrv St.. San Dieao. CA 92104. (619) 283-

PUNCH CARD MACHINES. 1939 World's Fair IBM
stereo views, pre-war stereo views (including
Great Britain), World War II, post World War II
Computers. Mike Province, 3116 Thorn Street,
San Diego, CA 92104-4618.

MAGIC: Photos, 3-D views of magicians. Paying
top dollar. Terry Roses, 2715 Jefferson St.,
Duluth, MN 55812.

I

SLIDE CARRIER TDC (1 16 projector). SV. PCVs of
Marietta, Chardon, Euclid, Ohio. Riverboat and
Great Lakes views, Ohio Presidents and VPs.
Bob Rose, 10620 North Woods Circle, Chardon,
OH 44024, (216) 285-9739.

OLD U.S. MINT, U.S. Treasury stereo views! Highest prices paid for stereo views I need of U.S.
Mint, coining operations, paper money engraving & printing operations, U.S. Mint interiors,
exteriors from Philadelphia, San Francisco, New
Orleans, Denver, Carson City, NV, Dahlonega,
GA, Charlotte, NC, mints, plus U.S. Treasury &
Bureau of Engraving & Printing operations,
Washington, DC. please mail or FAX photocopy,
with price and condition noted. I'll reply within
48 hours. Attn Dave Sundman, c/o Littleton Coin
Co., 646 Union St., Littleton, NH FAX 603-4443512, (est. 1945).

--

NEED KEYSTONE'S South America set #7, 8, 10,
11 (hand-stamped on back). Anyone know who
has H.H. Brodeck's glass-plate negatives of
Walla Walla & Alaska? Alaska & Klondike stereos, photographs, wanted. Wood, Box 22165,
Juneau. AK 99802.. ohMax
(9071 789-8450.
,

NEW JERSEY Shore area stereo views, early photos and real photo post cards of Ocean Grove,
Asbury Park, Long Branch, and Red Bank. Jim
Lindemuth, 94 Mt. Carmel Way, Ocean Grove,
NJ 07756, (908) 988-8686.

SUGAR! I am a sugarcane farmer and sugar producer, and collect stereoscope cards with anything related to sugar, sugarcane, sugar mills,
etc. Please write A. Boynton, PO Box 1428, Loxahatchee, FL 33470-1438.
I

VIEW-MASTER Studv Reels S-2. S-3. S-7. S-9.
Test Reels T-12, T-22, T-36. call sandy '(708)
871-8016.
~

PRECISION FOLDING STEREO VIEWER
F o r all standard
R e a l l s t 3D s t e r e o slides.

WILL TRADE current un-mounted stereo print
pairs: Seeking temple figures and Tiger Balm
Park statuary, Hong Kong; Macau scenes; Butte,
MT mining equipment. Send want-list. Ray
Rowe, 7335 SW Linette Way, Beaverton, OR
97007.

Glass or cardboard
mounted. F o l d s flat,
we~ghsonly 1 oz.
Prepatd m~nimumorder
$10 00. A d d $1.OO f o r

sh~pptngand handl~ng.
FREE CATALOG AVAILABLE
TO ORDER CALL TOLL FREE

800-223-6694 ,
TAYLOR MERCHANT CORP. 212 W e s t 35th Street

WHALES, WHALING OR BOSTON HARBOR
stereo views, including views of Fort Warren or
Galloupe's Island. Paul Barresi, PO Box 381771,
Cambridge, MA 02238.

N e w York, NY 10001

CALENDAR
October 6

(CA)

First Fall L.A. IMAGE SHOW, The Pickwick,
1001 Riverside Dr., Burbank, CA 10-4. Photographic images, stereoviews, View-Master,
collectible cameras, etc. Contact Chuck
Reincke, (714) 832-8563 phonelfax. (6th Winter Show will be Jan. 25, 1997.)

October 6

(IN)

Indianapolis Photorama, Best Western Plaza
Hotel, 2930 Waterfront Parkway Dr. Call (317)
299-8400.

October 6

(MA)

Boston Antique Photographic Image Show,
Westford Regency, 1-495 exit 32 to Rt. 110-W,
Westford, MA. Contact Russell Norton, PO
Box 1070, New Haven, CT 06504, (203) 5627800.

October 6

(NJ)

Meadowlands Camera Show, meadowlands
Hilton. Secaucus, NJ. Call (201) 348-6900.

October 10-11

(AZ)

Tamarkin Photographica Rare Camera Auction,
Embassy Suites Hotel, 7501 S. Tucson Blvd.,
Tucson, AZ. Viewing on loth, auction on 11th.
Call (800) 289-5342, fax (203) 397-7765. email http://www.tamarkin.com

October 12

(NM)

Albuquerque Camera Show and Swap Meet,
Indian Pueblo Cultural Center, 2401 12th St.
NW. Contact Lynn Cobb, 1532A Cerrillos
Road, Santa Fe, NM 87505, (505) 989-1 101
or Donald puckett, (214) 824-1581.

October 13

(CAI

Buena Park Camera Expo, Sequoia Club, 7530
Orangethorpe Ave., Buena Park, CA. Contact
Bill Bagnall, PO Box 5165, Irvine, CA 92716,
(714) 786-81 83.

October 13

(co)

The Denver Camerarama Photo Fair, Holiday
Inn, Denver International Airport. Contact
Richard Feirman, F&S Camera Shows, PO Box
17307, Colorado Springs, CO 80935, (719)
481 -4626.

October 13

(CT)

Meriden, CT Camera Show, Ramada Inn &
Conference Center. Call (203) 238-2380.

October 13

(MD)

Washington, D.C. Camera Show & Sale, Best
Western-Beltway, 5910 Princess Garden Parkway, Lanham, MD. Call (301) 459-1000.

October 13

(GA)

Atlanta Camera Show & Fair, Holiday Inn
Northwest. Contact Atlanta Camera Shows, PO
Box 360033, Decatur, GA 30036, (770) 9872773.

October 13

(NJ)

Second Sunday Camera Show, Firemans Hall,
Parish Drive, Wayne, NJ. Contact Second Sunday Camera Show, 25 Leary Ave., Bloomingdale, NJ 07403, (201) 838-4301.

October 13

(NM)

10th Santa Fe Camera Show and Swap Meet,
Alumni Hall, College of Santa Fe, Santa Fe,
NM. Contact Lynn Cobb, 1532A Cerrillos Rd.,
Santa Fe, NM 87505, (505) 989-1 101.

A Listing
of Com~ng
Events
October 19

(MI)

19th Grand Rapids Camera Show, Disabled
Veterans Hall, 4809 Eastern Ave. SE, Kentwood, MI. Contact Photorama USA, 20219
Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods, MI 48236,
(313) 884-1 955.

October 19

Crx)

November 16-17

November 17

(LA)

New Orleans Camera Show, Kenner Travel
Lodge Airport, 2240 Veterans Blvd.,
KennerINew Orleans, LA. Contact Nancy
Green, PO Box 11267, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33339, (504) 469-7341.

October 20

October 20

(NY)

New York City Camera Show, The Park Inn,
440 West 57th St., Manhattan. Call (201) 4781980.

October 26

(TN)

Nashville Camera Show, Ramada Inn South,
737 Harding PI., Nashville, TN. Contact Nancy
Green, PO Box 11267, Ft. Lauderdale, FL
33339, (954) 564-1 022.

October 27

(AL)

13th Annual Huntsville Photo Flea Market, Von
Braun Civic Center. Contact Malcolm Tarkington, 2357 Whitesburg Dr., Huntsville, AL
35801, (205) 539-9627, fax 534-4105.

October 27

November 17
Buena Park Camera Expo (see Oct. 13).

New York City Camera Show (see Oct. 20).

November 24

(OH)

October 27

(NJ)

24th Annual Ocean County Camera Club Photo
Trade Show, Lakewood High School, E. 7th
St., Lakewood, NJ. Contact Harold Kessler,
APSA, 1195 Cecil Court, Lakewood, NJ 08701,
(908) 363-8099 eves. or 363-8056.

November 3

(Tx)

Austin Camera Show, Holiday Inn, 8901 Business Park Dr., NW. Contact Donald Puckett,
1106 Graham Ave. #206, Dallas, TX 75223,
(214) 842-1 581.

November 24

(GA)

Atlanta Camera Show & Fair (see Oct. 13).

November 24

(CAI

Hayward Camera Show & Sale (see Dct. 27).

November 30-Dec. 1

(OH)

Ohio Camera Swap, Shadybrook Armory,
Cincinnati, OH. Contact Bill Bond, 8910 Cherry
St., Blue Ash, OH 45242, (513) 891-5266.

December 1

(VA)

Barone Camera Swap Meet, Holiday Inn (Crystal City), 1489 Jeff Davis Hwy., Arlington, VA.
Contact Camera Swap Meet, c/o Barone &
Co., PO Box 18043, Oxon Hill, MD 20745,
(703) 768-2231.

(IL)

Cleveland Photorama USA, Cayahoga County
Fairgrounds Bldg. 38. Contact Photorama
USA, 20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods,
MI 48236, (313) 884-1 955.

(CAI
(NY)

November 17

Chicago Camera Show, Howard Johnson Hotel
O'Hare. Call (708) 671-6000.

October 27

(MD)

Greater Baltimore Photo Show, Sheraton Towson, Dulaney Valley Rd., Baltimore, MD. Contact Steven Yager, PO Box 32621, Baltimore,
MD 21282, (410) 356-5259.

(CA)

Hayward Camera Show & Sale, Centennial
Hall, 22292 Foothill Blvd., Hayward, CA. Contact Carney & Co., 231 Market PI. #379, San
Ramon, CA 94583, (510) 828-1797.

October 27

November 17

(MI)

Detroit Super Used Camera & Sale, Van Dyke
Park Hotel, 31800 Van Dyke, Warren, MI. Call
(810) 939-2860.

(MA)

FALL MEETING, STEREO NEW ENGLAND NSA-ISUPSA. Newman Auditorium at BBN, Inc., 70
Fawcett St., Cambridge, MA. Opens at 1.45
pm with Mini Trade-Fair, Show & Tell, and
Stereo Projection featuring Tony Mazzola's
"Chrome Idols" (restored classic cars in 3 4 ) .
For directions, contact David Berenson, 32
Colwell Ave., Brighton, MA 02135, (617) 2544533 eves.

Waco Camera Show, Waco Convention Center,
100 Washington Ave., Waco, TX. Contact Donald Puckett, 1106 Graham Ave. #206, Dallas,
TX 75223, (214) 842-1 581.

October 19-20

(Tx )

20th Dallas Camera Show, Bigtown Exhibition
Hall, 2323 Bigtown Blvd., Mesquite, TX. Contact Donald Puckett, 1106 Graham Ave. #206,
Dallas, TX 75223, (214) 842-1581.

December 7-8

(MI)

Detroit Photorama USA, Dearborn Civic Center, Dearborn, MI. Contact Photorama USA,
20219 Mack Ave., Grosse Pointe Woods, MI
48236, (313) 884-1 955.

December 8

(AL)

Birmingham Camera Show, Ft. Walter Hanna
Armory, 5601 Opporto-Madrid Blvd., Birmingham, AL. Contact Nancy Green, PO Box
11267, Ft. Lauderdale, FL 33339, (954) 5641022.

(Quebec.)

17th Photographic Flea Market, Montreal Holiday Inn, 6700 Trans Canada Hwy., PointeClaire, Quebec. Contact Robert Tucci, 675 De
Bearn, St-Jean-sur-Richelieu, Quebec, J3A
1Y2, Canada, (514) 348-91 84, fax 348-9051.

November 10

(NJ)

Second Sunday Camera Show (see Oct. 13).

1

Bellevue, WA
---

--
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Explore
the World
of
3-D Imaging,
Past & Present,
in

ARCHIVAL SLEEVES: clear 2.5-mil Polvpropvlene

11

only

$26a year
from

NATIONAL
STEREOSCOPIC
ASSOCIATION

P.O. Box 14801
Columbus, OH 43214

CDV (3318' X 4 318')
per 100: $7
case of 1000:
CDV POLYESTER (2-mil )
per 100: $10
case of 1000:
CDV PAGE 6-pocket top load
per page: $0.50 case of 100:
POSTCARD (3314' X 5 3/47
per 100: $8
case of 1000:
POSTCARD PAGE Cpocket top load per 100: $16 case of 500:
4' x 5'
per 100: $8
case of 1000:
STEREO l # 6 3/4COVER (334' x 7') per 100: $9
case of 1000:
STEREO POLYESTER
per 100: 2-mil $12 or 3-mil
CABINET1CONTINENTAL (4318' X 7') per 100: $10
case of 1000:
#lo COVER (4 318' x 9 518')
per 100: $10
caseof 500:
5' x 7'
per 50: $7
case of 200:
BOUDolR (5 112' X 8 112')
per 25: $6
case of 500:
8' x 10'
per 25: $8
case of 200:
11' x 14'
per 10: $8
case of 100:
16' x 20' (unsealed flap)
per 10: $20
case of 100:
Russell Norton, PO Bx 1070, New Haven, CT 06504-1070
US SHIPPING: $4 per order. Institutional billing. (1996)

RBT
STEREO CAMERA5
PROJECTOR5 AND ACCE55ORIE5
PLASTIC STEREO MOUNT5
*NOW AVAILABLE FOR DELIVERY"
Reuseable, snap-together, projectable, precision design, glassless or one-sided AntiNewton glass design. For information,
leave your address on service a t 617-3325460 or E-mail: jgoldenrrp@aol.com
or SASE to:

3-D Concepts By Jon Golden
16 Roundwood Road
Newton, MA 02164

m
m

$60
$90

$20
$70
$70
$70
$80
$16
$90

$45
$25
$80
$40

$45
$99

21 x 16

NIMSLO or
REALIST
ULTRA
CLOSE-UP

23 x 21
REALIST
NORMAL

111
111

23 x 2 8

EUROPEAN

23 x 31.5

m

WIDE

23 x 33

FULL-FRAME

WANTED!
West V i r g i n i a Stereo Views
Looking f o r views o f :
Buckhannon
Char1 eston
Cl arksburg
Fai rmont
Grafton
Harper's F e r r y

Huntington
Lewi sburg
Monongah
Morgantown
Moundsvi 11e
Parkersburg

Piedmont
Row1esburg
S i s t e r s v i 11e
Webster Spri ngs
Weston
Wheel i n g and other p l aces

I 'rn a l s o l o o k i n g f o r other West V i r g i n i a paper such
as r e a l photo postcards, CDVs, cabinet cards and dags.
ambrotypes and West V i r g i n i a books.

Tom Prall
P. 0.Box 155
Weston, W 26452

STEREO WORLD July A u p ~ s t1996

(b

Sale 6 coming late Fall!
A few Features:
The Charles Auerbach Collection of African-American
Stereoviews in many topic areas: West, Indians, African-

Illustrated catalog to be mailed in November.
Consign for our Spring Sale!
Write ASH&SM for consignment terms.
DO NOT SEND ITEMS WITHOUT PRIOR APPROVAL.
Subscribe: Send $30 for sales 6,7, & 8 to:

American Social History and Social Movements
4025 Saline Street
Pittsburgh, PA 15217
(412) 421-5230; FAX (412) 421-0903

Cdv, photographer

Peter La Cherre, Head Chief of the
Pawnee Indians. Carbutt.

AUCTIONS

yef ferevrr $ferenptics
(S~nce1981)

John Saddy
50 Foxborough Grove
London, Ontario N6K 4A8
CANADA
Main Phone Line (519) 641-4431
Personal Fax Line (519) 641-2899

E-mail: <john.saddy.3d@sympatico.ca> Send me your e-mail anytime before closing date of the
auction.

CONSIGNMENTS WELCOMIE: FROM ANYWHERE O N E A R T H
TERMS FOR CONSIGNMENT

EACH LOT IS CHARGED ITS INDIVIDUAL COMMISSION DEPENDING ON ITS REALIZED PRICE.
If lot realizes up to $40................................30%
If lot realizes $41.OO to $200.00..................25%
If lot realizes $20 1.OO to $500.00................20%
If lot realizes $501.00 or more .....................15%
(Etc.1 These auctions include fine
View-Master7strong in
and
reelsy packets,
and
etc. 1'11 handle any 3-D format includingTru-Vue
cards, Meopta reels & Realist format slides. I also handle
cameras and other equipment.
I

"I SPECIALIZE I N
CONSIGNMENTS"

STEREO CARDS Ranging in price from bulk lots
at 25 cents per card, to single-card lots at hundreds of
dollars per card. 1 also handle viewers, Richard glass
views, full-sire glass views, tissues, cased images, boxed

-xb

Abraham Lincoln
(Min. bid $1,500.)

-u
.

Packet #A 995

Am brotype
(Circa 1855)
Statuary in
Crystal Palace

.
Packet #A 135

Contact me to get on my mailing list (No Charge). Please specify if your
interest is Stereo Cards, View-Master, or both.
,WERE0 m R L D luly August 1996

MAGAZINE I
5-UIMENSIONAL IMAGING,
PAST 6 PRESENT

A3-0

King Baboon tamntula from Kenya as captured in stereo using a Nimslo
camem with dose-up lens. This and other tarantulas appear on a new
poster described in the artide on page 14

~1996~WPqn&ToWACIomcort

.

